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Abstract 
 

This article is the first-ever analysis of cities in relation to maritime transport flows from a 

relational, or network, perspective. Based on untapped vessel movement data covering the last 

120 years, this articles sheds new light about the interdependencies at stake between urban 

hierarchies and port hierarchies overtime. Main results point to the fading correlation between 

traffic volume, port centrality, and city size, while the largest cities have maintained their 

prominence in the global maritime network despite contemporary spatial and functional 

changes affecting the distribution of transport systems and commodity chains. Such findings 

help better understanding not only the spatial and functional evolution of port-city relationships 

and maritime transport; they also confirm the importance of taking into account the long-term 

dynamics and socio-economic embedding of spatial networks in geography and other 

disciplines. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Social sciences and humanities witnessed a growing emphasis for material flows, after decades 

of devotion to immaterial flows connecting people and places (O’Connor, 2010; Hall and 

Hesse, 2012; Kennedy et al., 2015; Urry et al., 2015). Maritime transport is one of the oldest 

forms of interaction across the Earth, and still supports more than 90% of international trade 

volumes nowadays. Despite its pioneering role in mapping maritime routes and flows since the 

1940s, human geography later shifted its central focus towards land-based issues and people 

mobility. In parallel, ports and maritime transport increased their efficiency at the expense of 

their ties with cities and regions. The analysis of untapped maritime data in an urban context 

concludes to the permanency of strong port-city interdependencies, while it underlines the 

specific character of maritime transport as a looking glass and vital element of urban 

development.  

 

Across the vast array of urban studies in economic geography and elsewhere, the urban network 

or “system of cities” has been the focus of numerous schools of thought, but without a clear 

definition of its functions and properties (Peris, 2016). How and why cities connect each other 

through various communication networks is thus another level of complexity. Despite its crucial 

role for trade and economic development (Bernhofen et al., 2013) and the growing 

concentration of world population along coastlines (Noin, 2000), maritime transport had not 

been studied yet from an urban network perspective. The Hanseatic League and the Italian and 

Asian city-states are classic examples of such systems, but a quantitative analysis of cities 

connected through shipping flows remains missing in economic geography. The well-known 

work of Braudel (1979) on major (maritime) cities being centers of functional world regions 

supported the idea that seas and oceans facilitate rather than constrain human interactions 

(Lewis and Wigen, 1999). Numerous monographs and models on ports, port cities, and 

maritime networks cannot remedy such a deficiency.  

 

Maritime trade, and especially container shipping, went through faster growth than world GDP, 

exports, or population since the 1970s (Rodrigue et al., 2017), with important spatial and 

governance effects. Yet, cities and commodity flows are still interdependent today (Hall and 

Hesse, 2012), just like seaports and urban areas continue to share important mutual relationships 

at the local level (Hesse, 2013, 2017). Immaterial or virtual flows as well as other transport 

modes cannot replace the gigantic quantities of products carried by ships across the globe. A 



number of so-called global cities like Paris, London, Taipei, and Jakarta are currently 

reinforcing their port functions through huge investments in new container terminals near the 

urban core (El Hosni, 2017).  

 

This paper has three main ambitions. First, we would like to fill the gap between two separate 

worlds, namely urban network research and maritime network research, which would benefit 

from a unified theoretical or empirical background. Second, we provide the first-ever empirical 

analysis of 120 years of global maritime flows in relation with urban development. This analysis 

addresses the degree to which urban and port hierarchies are interdependent, and investigates 

the changing influence of city sizes on the nature and intensity of maritime interactions. Such 

a long time-span is rather rare in urban and network studies, especially in the field of complex 

and spatial networks that increasingly seek to understand dynamic graphs. Lastly and thirdly, 

confronting maritime flows to both city and network is expected to improve our understanding 

of this particular industry, and how its spatial evolution and connectivity differ from other types 

of interactions.  

 

The remainders of the paper are as follows. The next section introduces the theoretical 

background on cities and communication networks in economic geography and various 

disciplines. The third section presents the data and methodology allowing a new analysis of the 

interdependencies between urban development and maritime flows, based on untapped 

historical shipping records. The core of the paper lies in the fourth section where the application 

of several network analytical tools to the temporal matrix of interurban maritime flows reveals 

a number of trends and invariants. The conclusion discusses the contribution of this research to 

both urban, network, and maritime studies.  

 

2. Theoretical background: Urban networks in economic geography and beyond 

 

The concepts of “systems of cities” and “urban networks” have long been discussed in 

geography and beyond. The review of this field by Peris (2016) underlined the existence of 

numerous self-proclaimed schools of thought and paradigms since the 1950s to nowadays. 

However, these approaches are often characterized by a rarity of theoretical explanations, and 

a wide diversity of definitions of the same object. This section is an attempt to recall and 

synthesize the main messages of such studies, without pretending to be exhaustive.  

 



2.1 From the “First Science of Cities” to the “new paradigms” 

 

The concept of urban network or system of cities dates back to the work of Jean Reynaud in the 

1840s (see Robic, 1982), later formalized by Christaller (1933) in his central place theory, 

which defined regularities shaping urban hierarchies at different spatial scales. The First 

Science of Cities of the 1950s-1970s (Berry and Wheeler, 2014), combining the Anglo-Saxon 

and Swedish schools (Figure 1), shifted the focus from urban morphology and internal structure 

to inter-urban patterns. According to such a horizontal approach (or New Geography), systems 

of cities necessitate complementarity, economic opportunity, and distance (Ullman, 1954; 

Berry, 1964), with the main hypothesis that changes in economic activities, professional 

structure, wages, and population in one city will affect others (Pred, 1977). These schools had 

in common to maintain a close link with regional planning issues, to produce numerous 

empirical studies of various types of flow matrices (e.g. phone calls, migrations, airlines), with 

reference to graph theory in the U.S. (Nystuen and Dacey, 1961; Tornqvist, 1968) or to the 

hierarchical diffusion of innovations (Hägerstrand, 1953; Pred, 1973). Hierarchical tendencies 

dominated notwithstanding the possibility for transversal linkages to emerge.  

 

[Insert Figure 1 about here] 

 

Until the early 1980s, a consensus existed about the system of cities concept, backed by 

numerous empirical studies based on population and socio-economic indicators. From such a 

core theory, different schools emerged. In France, the U.S. influence gained ground and led to 

a number of analyses at the national level investigating the relationship between hierarchy and 

specialization (Pumain et al., 1989). It also linked the urban network concept with synergetics 

(Sanders, 1992), evolution theory (Pumain, 1997), and provided empirical applications with 

reference to co-evolution (Paulus, 2004), space-time contraction, hierarchical diffusion, with 

an increasing use of simulation and agent-based models over long time-periods, the population 

of urban centers and their employment structure being the main empirical material. Although 

the New Science of Cities’ main focus had been the intra-urban spatial organization, the Centre 

for Advanced Spatial Analysis (CASA) in U.K. concentrated its efforts on the micro-level of 

agents from a more bottom-up perspective by which fractal structures emerge (Batty and 

Longley, 1994) with no “hidden hand” (Xie, 1996), with a similar taste for cellular automata 

and simulation. A third school focused on polycentric and reticular organizations, with a strong 

reference to the work of Gottmann (1961) on the megalopolis, particularly investigated the 



emergence of districts and clusters, based on the city network paradigm (Capello, 2000) and 

centered around the firm (Camagni and Salone, 1993). They particularly underlined the growth 

of distance for information exchanges, the multiple location of service firms, exploring key 

notions of which complementarity, vertical integration, synergy, arguing that connectivity had 

a stronger influence than size in urban networks (see Pflieger and Rozenblat, 2010).  

 

In the meantime, two other schools developed their own vision of the urban network. The 

Globalization and World City (GaWC) Study Group and Network emerged in the early 2000s, 

mainly based on the theoretical approaches of Friedmann (1986) and Sassen (1991) about the 

so-called global city and on the space of flows (Castells, 1996). Numerous empirical analyses 

of the co-location of Advanced Producer Services (APS) in global cities were provided through 

the benchmarking method of interlocking network model consisting in ranking cities according 

to their composite connectivity score in such networks. This approach is also a critique to the 

central place theory bound to the urban/rural nexus, with a preference to the central flow theory 

(Taylor et al., 2010) promoting international versus local linkages. The World City Network had 

been studied in such ways, also with reference to complementary concepts such as Global 

Production Networks and Global Value or Commodity Chains (Coe et al., 2004; Gereffi and 

Korzeniewicz, 1994; Derudder and Witlox, 2010). A radically different approach came out with 

the New Economic Geography (NEG) based on the pioneering article by Krugman (1990), 

arguing that space matters in the location of firms. Related works especially investigated micro-

economic theory to demonstrate the emergence of urban hierarchies and core-periphery patterns 

through the action of rational agents in a context of free market, cities connecting beyond 

national boundaries (Fujita et al., 1999). A plethora of related empirical applications, as in 

regional science (Reggiani, 2017), put transport costs at the core of the analysis of mainly road 

networks between cities (see Duranton et al., 2014). Lastly, the Evolutionary Economic 

Geography school considered a variety of networks (i.e. knowledge, innovation, alliance, 

stakeholder, etc.) but mainly at the micro-level of specific localities such as economic clusters 

and subnational regions (Boschma and Martin, 2012).  

 

2.2 Spatial and communication networks in an urban context 

 

Throughout all the aforementioned schools, empirical analyses of urban networks mainly 

focused on land-based communication systems such as roads, railways, and rivers, before 

extending their focus to airlines and multinational firms (Ducruet and Beauguitte, 2014). As 



argued earlier in various schools, the available theories on interurban relationships have all been 

developed in the context of continental (inland) settings (Beyers and Fowler, 2012). Most of 

the time, the concept of city remains ill defined, so that the spatial unit of analysis remains 

fuzzy, from the city proper (administrative definition) to the city-region or urban area 

(functional, morphological definition). When searching for the properties of networks and 

nodes, most scientists took for granted this dimension, should they be economic geographers in 

the 1960s (graph theory) or physicists in the 2000s (complex networks). Their vast majority 

remains bound to a topological perspective where nodes are not cities but airports (Guimera et 

al., 2005), while only a handful of studies truly applied demographic or socio-economic weights 

to network nodes (Table 1).  

 

[Insert Table 1 about here] 

 

As a consequence, the theoretical and empirical bases upon which a maritime approach to urban 

networks can be conducted remain much limited. In addition, most of these empirical analyses 

remain static and at the national level. Maritime networks make no exception to this state of 

affairs, despite the early emergence of this transport mode and the existence, as detailed in the 

subsequent sections, of untapped historical movements. As early as in the 1940s, two famous 

geographers provided fascinating maps of worldwide maritime flows, namely André Siegfried 

(1940) and Edward Ullman (1949), the latter claiming that such flows allow to “take the pulse 

of world trade and movement” (p. 1). Before the era of automobiles, trucks, and aircrafts, the 

geography of ports and maritime transport was at center stage in human geography; but the 

plethora of scientific articles published about ports in geography journals in the 1950s-1970s 

(Ng and Ducruet, 2014) exhibited fading ties with human geography as a whole, being mainly 

monographs of ports or hinterlands. This explains why the first-ever application of graph theory 

to maritime flows by Ross Robinson (1968) remained much unknown to date: 

 

“It is possible to define the spatial patterns of functional relationships between ports by examining the linkages 

which are sustained by the inter-port shipping movements of foreign trade vessels. Such an analysis provides not 

only an accurate measure of the linkages themselves but also clarifies the relationships between ports, the 

spatial organisation of port functions and the functional status of individual ports within the total group (…). 

The system of ports operating interdependently may now be regarded in abstract form as a set of points or nodes 

in a network, a transportation network in which the lines or links in the network are in fact ‘imaginary routes’” 

(Robinson, 1968, pp. 95-97) 

 



A few other PhD dissertations were published since then, all the way up to the one of Olivier 

Joly (1999) who, for the first time, measured the connectivity of the global shipping network. 

Only a handful of articles in port geography made use of the concept of network, usually to 

describe inland transport networks in relation with ports (Ng and Ducruet, 2014), while others 

were isolated attempts to describe shipping flow densities (McKenzie, 1975) or port hierarchies 

based on maritime flows (see Marti and Krausse, 1983). More likely were studies of the 

overseas connectivity, or maritime forelands, of individual ports, or studies of so-called “port 

systems” often referring to the pioneering spatial model of Taaffe et al. (1963) describing an 

ideal-typical sequence of port development in relation with concentration forces along the coast 

and the emergence of inland transport corridors. Despite the early call from Peter J. Rimmer 

(1967) to improve the model by including more maritime linkages, most followers kept 

analyzing ports based on individual traffic volumes and/or hinterland linkages.  

 

Even in a coastal context such as Southeast Asia, the analysis of interurban linkages does not 

include the maritime mode (Dai et al., 2016). Nevertheless, maritime network analyses grew 

apace since the 2000s, benefitting from increasingly available shipping data and computational 

power. While they differ greatly in their objectives, sources, and methods, those works have in 

common to have overlooked the urban dimension of the connected nodes. Geographers 

principally mapped the maritime networks of individual ocean carriers to understand ongoing 

trends in container shipping such as port selection, service rationalization, traffic concentration, 

and the role of shipping alliances (Rimmer and Comtois, 2005; Frémont, 2007). Physicists, 

economists, historians, engineers, and computer scientists all developed increasingly precise 

and aesthetical representations of past or current maritime flows, but with no reference to cities 

per se2. 

 

Yet, a handful of studies included some urban elements in their analysis of maritime networks, 

which can be classified in three distinct groups. One group offered a new perspective on global 

urban hierarchies by looking at how cities connect through maritime Advanced Producer 

Services (APS), to reveal the leading nodes (Verhetsel and Sel, 2009) and the locational 

                                                           
2 These approaches include, but are not limited to, the analysis of past climatic conditions based on ship logbooks, 

the modeling of Roman empire or Venetian routes, the evaluation and simulation of the network’s robustness to 

various types of attacks, its role as a vector for marine bioinvasions or infectious diseases, its overall graph 

topology with reference to other transport networks or network models, the measurement of environmental 

impacts, the relationship between port centrality and port throughput, and the influence of network structure on 

transport and trade costs.  



determinants of these specific firms (Jacobs et al., 2011). A second group combined maritime 

and land networks to perform studies of global maritime accessibility (Nelson, 2008) or to apply 

different kinds of spatial analytical methods such as SCGE (Tavasszy et al., 2011) and GIS 

(Shen et al., 2013) to support certain policy scenarios serving trade and economic development 

in general. The last group defined maritime nodes as regions rather than cities in the network. 

For instance, Ducruet and Itoh (2016) revealed interesting interdependences between 

subnational socio-economic specialization, maritime centrality, and commodity specialization. 

Guerrero et al. (2015) analyzed the relationship between maritime connectivity and inland 

(road) accessibility across European NUTS-3 regions. Terminals and ports were aggregated 

with each other at the level of cities in two other studies on maritime network multiplexity and 

maritime/airline interdependence (see Ducruet, 2017 for a review), but without crossing the 

results with proper urban variables.  

 

What can a maritime perspective bring new to our understanding of networks and cities in 

economic geography and beyond? Although maritime transport itself is one element only of a 

wider value-driven chain system (Robinson, 2015) and an all-encompassing network made of 

multiple and interdependent modes, flows, and nodes (Rimmer, 2015), its analysis as an urban 

network provides the opportunity to discuss its similarity or divergence with other 

communications systems linking cities of the world. 

 

 As a first step in such a direction, the present article investigates how maritime flows and port 

centralities overlap urban hierarchies, as a means questioning classical models such as the 

central place theory and its successors, where hierarchical tendencies tend to dominate how 

cities connect each other across the globe. Another classic approach to systems of cities is to 

look at the specialization and diversity of interactions, which is made possible by looking at the 

various types of ships circulating between (port) cities, those ships being differentiated by their 

propulsion technology and/or the nature of the transported goods. Are larger cities always more 

diversified and advanced than smaller cities? Another crucial dimension is distance, in terms of 

its influence on maritime linkages between cities, such as interaction range and barrier effects. 

Maritime transport is specific by the layout of its networks (physical constraints) and its 

technological evolution and operations, but it has in common with other communication 

networks to be increasingly controlled by a handful of powerful global actors. It is thus of 

paramount importance to test how increasingly footloose and centralized flows remain 

anchored in space, and to identify possible turning points overtime. Those issues constitute a 



unified framework in which the main hypothesis is that city size is an important determinant of 

maritime centrality, to be (or not) reflected in the extent, diversity, and intensity of shipping 

interactions.  

 

3. Methodology and results 

 

3.1 Data and methodology 

 

The only known way to map and analyze the long-term evolution of global maritime networks 

is to extract vessel movement information from the Lloyd’s List archives. In particular, the 

Lloyd’s Shipping Index provides a list of merchant vessels and their latest inter-port movement, 

published since 1880. Very rare references and uses of this unique data source exist in the 

literature, although today, the Lloyd’s List insures about 80% of the world fleet. We extracted 

one entire publication every five years, around the month of April-May, between 1890 and 

2008, and then disambiguated 11,797 place names (Figure 2). The resulting database is a matrix 

of 769,272 vessel movements creating about 200,000 possible linkages between nearly 9,000 

ports of the world.  

 

 [Insert Figure 2 about here] 

 

The next step has been to assign every port or port terminal to a city, with the difficulty that 

cities may contain one or more ports, and the same port may be attributed to several cities. We 

adopted a morphological definition of cities to avoid incompatibility issues across incomparable 

administrative definitions. It is of crucial importance to well-define the nodes in spatial 

networks, and shift from a dominant internal approach (terminal, port-city interface, and 

waterfront) to a city-region and global approach, taking into account the morphological 

evolution of (port) cities. This morphological approach makes more sense as it is closer to their 

true economic importance and includes port terminals located away from Central Business 

Districts (Savy, 1991). Each port was assigned to a city in two different ways (Figure 3), based 

on the extent of urbanization and the shape of communication networks. One first assignment 

has been the host city, i.e. the local administrative unit to which the port belongs (level 1: port 

city), this unit being often part of a larger urban area having one or multiple centers. Under this 

perspective, ports serve coastal cities. At the second level, we enlarged the focus to the nearest 

and larger urban center, should it locate on the coast or inland (level 2: extended city-regions). 



The latter cities are not necessarily port cities, but are most likely to be the traffic generation 

center of the region or hinterland (Wackermann, 1998). Although the level 2 is a wider area 

than the sole port city, it remains smaller than the hinterland, which sometimes may spread 

across several countries. Other criteria taken into account for port-city matching at level 2 are 

the existence or not of political borders as well as land elevation, which in many cases constrain 

land transport between port and (inland) city.  

 

[Insert Figure 3 about here] 

 

Maritime traffic corresponds to the number of vessel calls, and city size to the number of 

inhabitants, a good proxy of urban development, both being comparable across time and space. 

It has, in turn, the demerit of overestimating the (economic) importance of fast-growing cities 

in countries marked by demographic explosion. Urban data was collected and harmonized from 

three different sources (Moriconi-Ebrard, 1994; Lahmeyer, 2015; Helders, 2012). As seen in 

Figure 4, the final database consisted in 2,853 port cities having at least one vessel call between 

1890 and 2010 (level 1), 831 extended city-regions (level 2), so 3,081 urban areas in total (levels 

1 and 2). As expected, the number of ports and vessel calls continuously grown between 1890 

and 2010. Technological change such as sail shipping decline (1890-1900), increasing vessel 

size (1990-2010), and the two world wars caused noticeable drops in vessel calls. Global 

maritime activity mainly concentrated in port cities (level 1), despite the fact that not all ports 

could have been assigned to a city (non-urban ports), and not all places could have been 

considered as a port (non-port places), such as countries, regions, provinces or even continents 

named as such in the original source. Extended city-regions (level 2) concentrated a growing 

share of world maritime traffic over time, from 14% in 1890 to 29% in 2010. All cities together 

constitute 98-99% of total traffic, with an increase from 97.8% in 1890 to 99.4% in 2010. The 

rest of the analysis does not include non-urban ports and transit places (e.g. canals and straits). 

One can already observe the higher and growing average number of ports of extended city-

regions from 1.5 in 1890 to 1.8 in 2010 on average. Our database concentrates a noticeable, but 

shrinking, proportion of world urban population, from 55.4% in 1890 to 38.9% in 2010, all 

cities included (levels 1 and 2).  

 

[Insert Figure 4 about here] 

 



Cities were classified among six classes of demographic size (quantiles), based on different 

population thresholds for each year. Fixed thresholds of population would have been irrelevant 

as the maximum and average city sizes drastically changed; while changing thesholds respect 

the historical context and reality of world urban development: a small or large city does not 

have the same meaning overtime. We calculated the orthodromic distance (kilometers) of 

interurban maritime linkages, while graph theory and complex networks were used to compute 

a variety of connectivity measures, such as degree centrality (number of adjacent neighbors), 

betweenness centrality (number of occurrences on shortest paths), clustering coefficient (share 

of observed links in the maximum possible number of links), and eccentricity (topological 

proximity to all other nodes). Lastly, we applied single linkage analysis based on the method 

proposed by Nystuen and Dacey (1961) that retains in the graph the largest flow link of each 

node measured by the amount of vessel calls. It has the effect of revealing the main hubs in a 

non-planar network such as the maritime network as well as barrier effects observable through 

the emergence of subnetworks or connected components.  

 

4. Main results 

 

4.1 Port and urban hierarchies 

 

The distribution of world vessel calls per city size class confirms the overwhelming dominance 

of the largest cities (Figure 5), which concentrated about 70% of world traffic on average over 

the period. The largest port cities (level 1), however, witnessed a decreasing share in recent 

decades, from 69.7% in 1975 to 60.5% in 2010. Traffic partly shifted to other large cities (Q5 

and Q4), at the expense of the smallest cities (Q1 to Q3). Such trends well reflect the growing 

difficulty for high-density urban places to handle the bulk of global maritime trade. After a 

phase of continuous traffic concentration at the main coastal node (Taaffe et al., 1963), 

diseconomies of scale resulting from lack of space, congestion, and land-use tensions between 

ports and their host cities motivated the “challenge of the periphery” (Hayuth, 1981) whereby 

traffic shifted to distant and secondary nodes. Several spatial models in geography (Bird, 1963; 

Hoyle, 1989), history (Murphey, 1989) and regional science (Fujita and Mori, 1996) depicted 

such a trend. Extended city-regions (level 2) witnessed a similar evolution, although with a 

higher share of the largest cities (from 1965) and a much lower share of Q1 cities. On average, 

extended city-regions are 1.8 times larger than port cities, and this gap has widened over time 

from 1.3 in 1890 to 2.7 in 2010.  



 

[Insert Figure 5 about here] 

 

This is confirmed by the correlation drop between traffic and population for port cities (level 

1), from 0.66 in 1925 to 0.28 in 2010. Conversely, extended city-regions (level 2) witnessed a 

regular increase of this correlation over the same period, from 0.29 in 1925 to 0.63 in 2010. 

Such an inverse trend illustrates the growing importance of freight distribution by truck or rail 

across hinterlands. It also confirms that the maritime and port sector did not always generate 

local benefits or urban growth or went through fading correlation with city size (Fujita and 

Mori, 1996; Grobar, 2008; Merk et al., 2013; Slack and Gouvernal, 2015; Bretagnolle, 2015; 

Ducruet and Itoh, 2016). Several reasons explain this trend, such as land-use conflicts, 

technological change, shifting trade routes, and port competition, with more intense effects in 

the recent period despite comparable mechanisms in the past (Marnot, 2005). Several models 

and empirical investigations of port system evolution well depicted the emergence of offshore 

hubs with related traffic shifts on the coastal side, but also the expansion of hinterlands through 

dry port or logistics platform development on the landside (Notteboom and Rodrigue, 2005), 

thereby distorting the longstanding overlap between port and urban hierarchies. But for 

extended city-regions, it validates the fact that matching ports with larger and more distant cities 

reveals the permanency of port-city linkages, despite such spatial and functional changes. In 

other words, ports and maritime networks continue to be tied to cities but not necessarily to 

their host, port cities.  

 

The same correlation was calculated depending on the location of cities (Figure 6). Upstream 

and downstream cities locate along rivers, estuaries, and deltas; coastal cities locate along the 

coastline but without river access; inland cities have no maritime access; and island cities are 

located on islands, from the smallest ones (e.g. St. Helena) to a whole country (e.g. Australia, 

Japan). We observe a huge drop for upstream cities (level 1), from 0.78 in 1890 to 0.19 in 2010. 

This perfectly illustrates the rescaling of both urban and port activities (Brocard, 1988), 

resulting from nautical accessibility limitations to welcome increasingly larger vessels, lack of 

space for further expansion, and congestion issues, despite notorious counter-examples such as 

Antwerp and Hamburg (Notteboom, 2016). The opposite trend occurred for downstream cities 

(level 2), from -0.12 in 1890 to 0.75 in 2010, as already depicted by the mercantile model of 

Vance (1970) and the Anyport model of Bird (1963). Nautical accessibility advantages but also 

intermodal linkages with the hinterland are among the main explanatory factors. Coastal cities 



on islands also witnessed a decline but only at level 1, from 0.48 in 1890 to 0.18 in 2010, while 

other types of cities have maintained a relatively stable correlation. For extended city-regions 

(level 2), the driving force behind the increasing correlation comes from inland cities, from 0.11 

in 1890 to 0.92 in 2010. Downstream and inland cities have in common to have benefited from 

the development of inland transport networks allowing more flexible routing patterns (Hoare, 

1986; Overman and Winters, 2005) and a deepening control of inland logistics by main ports 

through a process of regionalization (Notteboom and Rodrigue, 2005). Despite all these spatial 

and functional changes, the correlation between traffic and population has remained somewhat 

stable over time, from 0.63 in 2010 (coastal cities) to 0.60 in 2010 (extended city-regions). This 

first analysis confirms that maritime transport is, still nowadays, a relevant urban function.  

 

[Insert Figure 6 about here] 

 

4.2 Traffic specialization 

 

The way different technologies and specializations are distributed across the urban hierarchy is 

another key question in economic geography. Early economic geographers observed that larger 

(port) cities handle more diversified types of goods than smaller cities (Carter, 1962; 

Doumenge, 1965). We propose two complementary analyses to verify such an issues more 

systematically: sail or steam propulsion in the early period (1890-1925), and six main ship types 

in the late period (1975-2010). Sail and steam have in common to carry all sorts of goods as 

well as passengers, but differ in terms of size, speed, sensitivity to natural conditions, service 

design (e.g. coal bunkering stations), and cargo handling facilities. Steamers being the most 

modern mean of transportation at the time, their traffic distribution is a good indicator of 

technological advance. The six ship types refer to different kinds and values of products, with 

passenger flows in addition to cargoes, each of them varying also in terms of potential 

employment generation locally and degree of spatial friction on land (Guerrero, 2014). As seen 

in Figure 7, the comparative analysis of sail and steam traffic is most relevant for port cities 

(level 1). Sail traffic dominates until 1900, and declines rapidly since then. The linear 

correlation with city size is very significant and much higher for steamer than for sailing traffic 

during all the period (0.66 against 0.44 on average), which confirms the innovative character 

and technological advance of larger cities. In addition, largest cities handle the highest traffic 

mix (i.e. sail-steam combination).  

 



[Insert Figure 7 about here] 

 

When it comes to the late period (Figure 8), we also observe that the largest cities are always 

more diversified than smaller cities, at both levels 1 and 2. General cargo, the most 

employment-generative category (semi-finished goods), and containers (finished goods), the 

most valued, have the highest correlations with urban population in both cases. It is followed 

by vehicles and solid bulks, while liquid bulks and passengers have no significant correlation. 

Correlations are much more significant for extended city-regions than for port cities (0.60 

against 0.25 on average), again confirming that such city-regions use multiple, complementary 

terminals to serve their economy. They also differ by their higher correlation with solid bulks, 

which comprise construction and raw materials. The low correlation with passenger traffic 

(ferries and cruise) is explained by the fact that this traffic is more seasonal and operates through 

specific itineraries (Rodrigue and Notteboom, 2013). Liquid bulks are often handled in remote 

oil or gas terminals using pipelines to reach final destinations inland. The fact that city size goes 

along with technological advance and value chains is another contribution to such issues in 

economic geography. Such findings corroborate the fact that larger cities are often more 

diversified than smaller cities in economic geography (Quigley, 1998; Taylor et al., 2002; 

Ottaviano and Peri, 2006; Duranton and Puga, 2000), which is also discussed by Neffke et al. 

(2011) in the case of regions as units of analysis. 

 

[Insert Figure 8 about here] 

 

4.3 Distance and centrality in shipping interactions 

 

One particularity of non-planar graphs and in particular spatial networks is that larger nodes on 

average connect further than smaller nodes (Barthelemy, 2011). This was verified in studies on 

airline networks (Guimera et al., 2005) and liner shipping networks (Ducruet, 2017). Figure 9 

compares the average kilometric length and average number of call-kilometers by classes of 

demographic size. Despite some fluctuations and fuzzy results in the early period (1890-1900), 

the rest shows a clear dominance of the largest cities. Call-kilometers, which both measures the 

range and intensity of spatial interaction, exhibits a wider gap between the largest cities and 

other cities, the same results being obtained for levels 1 and 2. It means that larger cities expand 

farther their overseas (foreland) connections due to a more diverse and dynamic economic base 

than smaller cities. Another important result is the higher correlation with call-kilometers than 



with calls alone, at both levels. In this respect, the maritime network linking cities of the world 

is not so different from theoretical models such as the central place theory, where larger cities 

attract goods, populations, and activities from farther distances than smaller cities.  

 

[Insert Figure 9 about here] 

 

This leads us to analyze a complementary aspect of spatial networks termed homophily in social 

networks and assortativity in complex networks, which is the tendency for nodes of the same 

nature or size to be more connected with each other. Just like in any other communication 

system, larger cities may dominate smaller cities while at the same time, connect primarily with 

each other based on the idea that rich-club effects govern their relationships. For that matter we 

applied the existing methodology to urban population as node weight instead of degree 

centrality (Newman, 2002). As seen in Figure 10, the global maritime network tended to 

connect cities of dissimilar size in the first half of the period (negative coefficient). This 

structure has evolved towards zero correlation for extended city-regions and all cities, while for 

port cities (level 1) there has been a tendency towards assortativity. This means that city size 

differentials have lost their explanatory power to other factors in the distribution of maritime 

flows, mainly due to the aforementioned correlation drop between traffic and population.  

 

The rich-club coefficient is defined by the ratio between the gamma index of the whole network 

and the gamma index for the subnetwork of larger cities. Larger cities here are those which 

population is over world average within the sample. The gamma index is defined as the 

proportion of actual links in the maximum possible number of links, sometimes coined density 

in the literature. It is useful to check whether larger nodes are more densely connected with 

each other compared with the rest of the network. In the same figure, we see that the rich-club 

coefficient is always very high, but it has regularly dropped over time. It is 1.5 times higher 

among port cities (level 1) than among extended city-regions (level 2) because the maritime 

network is more sparsely connected for the first than for the latter. Another interesting fact is 

that if the gamma index is on a downward trend in all cases, it declines more rapidly (85% loss) 

for larger cities, especially since the 1930s than for the whole network (60% loss). It underlines 

that maritime flows became reorganized around certain intermediary hubs located outside large 

cities. This process started way before containerization, which is believed to be the main factor 

behind spatial change (Cullinane and Khana, 2000), but truly expanded globally in the late 

1970s (Guerrero and Rodrigue, 2014). 



 

[Insert Figure 10 about here] 

 

Several complex network measures were computed for understanding their relationship with 

city size in the global maritime network (Figure 11). Overall, port cities (level 1) and all cities 

(level 1 and 2) witnessed similar trends over time. Eccentricity is the least correlated with city 

size in both cases, but exhibits a very stable correlation oscillating around 0.3. The three other 

measures have a much more significant correlation with city size, but it declined drastically and 

regularly between 1890 and 2010. As for the number of calls, including extended city-regions 

(level 2) greatly improved the correlation and attenuated this decline. Yet, betweenness 

centrality, a global accessibility measure, had the highest correlation with city size until the 

1950s, reflecting upon their role as hubs in a core-periphery system where interregional flows 

are routed through larger, primate cities. Since then, this relationship has become less 

significant than the one with degree centrality. This implies that the number of direct linkages, 

a more local measure, still keeps some significance in the post-1950 period although it has been 

declining as well. Larger cities still develop numerous linkages nowadays but their global hub 

function shifted to smaller cities having better infrastructure and/or accessibility. The last 

measure, clustering coefficient, went through a similar trend than degree centrality, but at lower 

levels along the period. City size used to be a noticeably influential factor to explain hub 

functions in the past, but it also lost significance over time. Average centrality scores by classes 

of demographic size (Table 2) increase regularly from the smallest (Q1) to the largest cities 

(Q6), the latter class being specific by the wide gap with others. Thus, despite the lowering 

correlations observed in the previous figure, larger cities persistently dominate the global 

maritime network.  

 

[Insert Figure 11 about here] 

[Insert Table 2 about here] 

 

4.4 Polarization and barrier effects 

 

This last analysis wishes to verify the factors behind the emergence of subsystems, and to zoom 

on the role of particular cities in the network, based on one snapshot every 30 years (Figure 

12). In 1890, maritime hubs concentrate in the North Atlantic region, from which a handful of 

cities dominate the rest of the world through long-distance linkages. Apart from London and 



New York, the dominant cities are not necessarily the largest ones, such as Cardiff, Liverpool, 

Tyne, and Buenos Aires. The vast geographic diversity of their maritime forelands is largely 

explained by the colonial factor, while a number of large cities such as Calcutta, Bombay, 

Tokyo, and Shanghai appear as second-tier nodes. In several other subsystems, city size appears 

to be the relevant factor behind maritime centralization, as seen with Marseilles, Hamburg, 

Philadelphia, and San Francisco.  

 

[Insert Figure 12 about here] 

 

In 1920, city size had become much more overlapped with maritime centrality. New York and 

London dominate the two largest nodal regions, while the smaller regions are polarized by well-

populated nodes, such as San Francisco, Liverpool, and Amsterdam. Like in 1890, Buenos 

Aires is the only non-Western port city with a position equivalent to North Atlantic hubs, 

backed by a period of economic prosperity and rapid industrialization. Overall, the global 

maritime network of the 1920s appears to be more integrated given the smaller number of nodal 

regions compared with 1890. Although colonial linkages are still influential (e.g. London and 

Asia-Pacific), we observe a growing geographic specialization of the main hubs, such as 

Buenos Aires shifting under the influence of New York, in a context of growing US interests 

on Latin America. In 1950, London and New York are still very central but Tokyo emerges as 

an independent hub. Colonial linkages are maintained here and there (e.g. Marseilles and 

Africa), but Liverpool and Hamburg lost ground and were superseded by Antwerp and 

Rotterdam. The strong combination between city size and maritime centrality is a key, path-

dependent element in the evolution of London, New York, and Tokyo as global cities, although 

their port function is not anymore considered by urban specialists (Sassen, 1991).  

 

In 1980, major changes greatly modified the past order. London and New York now appear as 

satellite cities, dominating a much smaller scope of flows while being under the direct influence 

of Rotterdam and Genoa. Tokyo, the world’s largest city, and Osaka in Japan, concentrate the 

largest flow link connecting the US West Coast at Los Angeles. Hamburg, Antwerp, New 

Orleans, and Singapore appear as very large hubs despite their relatively smaller city size. 

Except Tokyo, only Lagos, Athens (Piraeus), and Sao Paulo (Santos) are both larger cities and 

strong maritime hubs. This tendency is reinforced in 2010 with the huge centrality of Rotterdam 

and Singapore, polarizing almost the entire global network. In comparison, larger cities are 

becoming more and more peripheral, but remain second-tier nodes. Sao Paulo and Istanbul are 



the only examples outside Tokyo of a continued overlap between city size and maritime 

centrality. In a context of intensifying economies of scale in port and shipping operations, the 

logistical factor has surpassed the urban factor in positioning cities relatively to one another in 

the network.  

 

5. Conclusion 

 

The long-term analysis of systems of cities through the lenses of maritime transport is a 

necessary step forward in economic geography for many reasons. First, it confirms a number 

of theoretical and empirical elements in the mainstream literature on urban and spatial networks 

in general. Well-known stylized facts such as the nexus between hierarchy and specialization, 

the friction of distance, barrier effects, and the polarization of subsystems are confirmed by the 

analysis of untapped shipping and population data. In the meantime, it also confirms a number 

of trends affecting the ports and maritime sector in general, hinterland penetration and 

expansion, as well as wider dynamics such as the shift from North Atlantic to Asia-Pacific as 

the core of world maritime trade. The fact that demographically larger cities maintained their 

prominence in the maritime network is much linked to their capacity to handle multiple types 

of flows, to connect over longer distances, and to exert synergy effects at the top of the 

hierarchy. But such an ability also depends on classic factors such as location, as seen with the 

confirmation of early spatial model of port city evolution. This research thus can be seen as an 

illustration of how a given (transport) network is spatially embedded, especially when taking 

into account the demographic weight of its nodes, to go beyond the sole topological and 

mathematical approaches of networks that are so numerous in the academic literature 

(Schwanen, 2017).  

Perhaps, one specificity of maritime transport in the literature on systems of cities is the growing 

distance between physical operations and the command and control centers of the world, should 

they be coastal or inland. This spatial change reflects road transport growth but also a growing 

vulnerability of the maritime system due its dependence upon a few large hubs. In the 

meantime, we demonstrate that maritime flows remain, still nowadays, a vital element of global 

but also urban development. Lloyd’s List data is a very rich source of information that allowed 

a long-term spatial analysis of a particular network, which is not very common in network 

science where simulation models often palliate the lack of temporal data. Efforts are being made 

to extract further information from those historical records (e.g. tonnage capacity, date of built, 

nationality of vessels; arrival and departure dates to calculate inter- and intra-port transit times, 



etc.), thanks to the development of advanced Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software, 

making links with the wider area of digital humanities.  

 

Further research shall concentrate its efforts on the integration of maritime networks with other 

networks, such as the global road network, to make the analysis more realistic by taking into 

account intermodal linkages and the continental penetration of shipping flows (hinterlands). 

Econometric methods shall better demonstrate the direction of the influence between urban and 

port growth overtime. More advanced methods of network clustering (i.e. community 

detection) can be applied to avoid losing too much information and have a more detailed view 

on the network’s subsystems and on the evolution of the world system, its cores and peripheries. 

Lastly, extracting a bigger quantity of shipping flow information would generate more 

longitudinal time-series data and allow for a better understanding of the role of particular events 

and shocks affecting the network and its nodes, in terms of barrier effects. Such methodological 

improvements shall go along with the elaboration of a further integration of various theoretical 

dimensions such as resilience, co-evolution, rescaling, and innovation diffusion. Such a 

framework can potentially shed new light on how ports and port cities of the world were capable 

of overcoming and adapting to major economic, political, and technological changes affecting 

our contemporary world, providing implications for wider urban and network studies in 

geography and elsewhere.  
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Chapelon 2006 Road Europe 

Nelson 2008 Road, rail, river, maritime World 

Jin et al. 2010 Road, rail China 

Neal 2011 Air USA 

Wang et al. 2011 Air China 

Dobruszkes et al. 2011 Air Europe 

Berroir et al. 2012 Rail, commuting, air France 

Duranton et al. 2014 Road, freight USA 

Guerrero and Proulhac 2014 Freight France 

Ducruet and Itoh 2016 Maritime World 

 

Table 1: Selection of works on weighted urban networks 

 

 

 

Class 
Coastal cities All cities 

K BC CC EX K BC CC EX 

1 5 410 1.62 0.60 5 200 1.37 0.58 

2 7 666 2.11 0.63 7 334 1.70 0.60 

3 9 1,034 2.35 0.65 9 478 1.86 0.62 

4 13 1,558 2.52 0.68 12 691 2.06 0.65 

5 20 2,817 2.85 0.71 19 1,431 2.31 0.68 

6 51 13,587 3.85 0.79 49 7,367 3.21 0.77 

 

Table 2: Average centrality by city size and type, 1890-2010 

N.B. measures correspond to degree centrality (K), betweenness centrality (BC), clustering 

coefficient (CC) and eccentricity (EX) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 1: Evolution of schools of thought about systems of cities 

Source: adapted from Peris (2016) 

 



 
 

Figure 2: Methodology for port-city matching 

Source: own realization 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Sample data taken from the Lloyd’s Weekly Index, 29 April 1915 

 

 

 



 
 

Figure 4: Sample evolution, 1890-2010 

Source: own realization 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Traffic distribution and urban hierarchies, 1890-2010 

Source: own realization 

 



 
 

Figure 6: Correlation between vessel calls and urban population by city types, 1890-2010 

Source: own realization 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Sailing and steamer traffic distribution at coastal cities, 1890-1925 

Source: own realization 

 

 

 



 
 

Figure 8: Traffic diversity and city size, 1975-2010 

Source: own realization 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9: City size and scope of maritime interactions, 1890-2010 

Source: own realization 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Assortativity and rich-club effects by city type, 1890-2010 

Source: own realization 

 

 



 
 

Figure 11: Network centrality and city size, 1890-2010 

Source: own realization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Figure 12: Main hubs and their nodal regions, 1890-2010 

Source: own realization 

 



 
 

Figure 12: Main hubs and their nodal regions, 1890-2010 

(continued) 
 

 


